ABSTRACT. The negligibility theorems of infinite-dimensional topology have finitedimensional analogues. The role of the Hilbert cube /" is played by euclidean n-space E", and for any nonnegative integer k < n, fc-dimensional dense ^-subsets of E" exist which play the role of the pseudo-boundary of /". Their complements are (n -k -l)-dimensional dense G¡ pseudo-interiors of E". Two kinds of fc-dimensional pseudo-boundaries are constructed, one from universal compacta, the other from polyhedra. All the constructions extend to topological manifolds.
1. Introduction. In this paper we use the methods of infinite-dimensional topology to derive new information about the point-set topology of euclidean spaces and topological manifolds. We hope that this new information will turn out to be useful, but we also hope that by presenting infinite-dimensional ideas in a familiar finite-dimensional context, we will make them more accessible.
The idea is to partition euclidean «-space E" into a A>dimensional pseudoboundary (-1 < k < n) and an (n -k -l)-dimensional pseudo-interior, and to derive negligibility theorems analogous to those of infinite-dimensional topology.
We now give five typical theorems and point out some analogies. First, a definition: A subset X of a metric space Y (whose metric is d) is strongly negligible in Y if for each open set U in Y and each continuous function e: U -* R+, there is a homeomorphism h: Y -» Y -(X D U) such that h fixes Y -U and d(x,h(x)) < e(jc) for each x E U. Note: Strong negligibility is a topological property independent of the metric d. Theorem 1.1. Let k and n be integers with 0 < k < n. E" is the union of two disjoint dense subsets Bk (of dimension k) andP"~k~x (of dimension n -k -1) such that (1) any a-compact subset of Pk is strongly negligible in Pk, (2) any compact subset of Bk is strongly negligible in Bk, and (3) any compact metric space of dimension < k can be embedded in Bk or in Pk.
The analogy with the infinite-dimensional case is best understood by reading Theorem 1.2 with Ia replacing E2k+X, k being infinite. Then B and P can be taken to be the usual pseudo-boundary and pseudo-interior, respectively, of Ia.
The space Bk of 1.1 and 1.2 is the universal k-dimensional pseudo-boundary of E", which is defined and studied in §3.
Another kind of /¿-dimensional pseudo-boundary of E" can be built out of kdimensional polyhedra. It is easily described: Let J0 be a rectilinear PL triangulation of E" all of whose «-simplexes have the same diameter. For each integer / > 1, let J¡ be the /th barycentric subdivision of J0 and let //* be the kskeleton of J¡. The polyhedral k-dimensional pseudo-boundary of E" is Bk = U,"i|./,*|. The corresponding (n -k-l)-dimensional pseudo-interior is pn«-k-l = En _ ßk
In the theorems which follow, as in the paper generally, a space A-is a polyhedron if there is a countable locally finite simplicial complex K such that X is homeomorphic to \K\; a subpolyhedron of E" is the body of such a complex when linearly embedded as a closed subset in E"; a polyhedron in E" is tame if there is a homeomorphism h of E" such that h(X) is a subpolyhedron of E".
Here are some theorems which illustrate the properties of the polyhedral pseudo-boundaries.
Theorem 13. Let k and n be integers, -1 < k < n.
(1) Any subpolyhedron of E" whose dimension < n -k -1 can be embedded in p^n-k-l so Qs ¡0 fe tame ¡n £"
(2) If n < 2k + 1 and n ¥= 4, then the countable union of polyhedra, each tame in E" and lying in P""~k~x, is strongly negligible in Pn"~k~x.
(3)Ifn > 2k + 1 andn ¥= 4, then any compact subset ofBk is strongly negligible in Bk. Theorem 1. 4 . Let k and n be integers, -1 < k < n -3, k ¥= I, n ¥= 4. The countable union of compact (topological) polyhedra of dimension < k in P""~k~x is strongly negligible in P""~k~x.
Theorem 1.5. Let k > 0 be an integer.
(1) Z/& # 1, then the countable union of compact (topological) polyhedra in P2k+X is strongly negligible in P2k+X.
(2) Any compact subset o/ZJ^+i is strongly negligible in Bkk+X. (3) Any compact polyhedron of dimension < k can be embedded in B2k+X or in Sk r2k+i-Again, a close analogy with the infinite-dimensional case is discovered by reading Theorem 1.5 with Ia replacing E2k+X, k being infinite. But since this requires some knowledge of Anderson's f.d. cap sets, we postpone further discussion of the analogy until the introduction to §4. Theorems 1.1 through 1.5 are not our only negligibility theorems. For example, in Theorem 3.20 we completely characterize the strongly negligible subsets of the universal pseudo-interiors of E" by an elementary homotopy condition analogous to Anderson's Property Z. In Theorem 3.24 we do something similar in the pseudo-boundary.
The methods used in this paper have many sources in the literature. We have chosen to discuss these in the introductions to § §2, 3, and 4 rather than here. The ideas from infinite-dimensional topology are all in §2. These are applied to E" in §3 and §4. The extension to topological manifolds is in §5. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved at the end of §3. Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 are proved at the end of §4.
This paper contains the proofs of all theorems claimed in [16] . Added in proof. A further analogy between the finite-dimensional and infinitedimensional pseudo-interiors is given in [33] .
Notation and terminology. R denotes the real numbers, R+ the positive real numbers. E" is the «-fold product of R. All metrics are denoted by d. In part B of §3, E" carries the maximum metric; elsewhere the choice of complete metric on E" is immaterial. A continuous function is called a map. The identity map of Y is denoted by lY or simply 1. The restriction of a map/to a subset X of its domain is denoted by/1 X. Y is o -compact if it is the countable union of compact spaces. A compactum is a compact metric space. The terms strongly negligible, polyhedron, subpolyhedron, and tame have already been defined. Unless otherwise stated, an open subset of E" carries the PL structure inherited from the standard PL structure of E".
2. Pseudo-boundaries and pseudo-interiors in complete metric spaces. In this section we give a short account of the basic point-set topology which underlies the negligibility theory of infinite-dimensional manifolds. Our context is: given a complete metric space Y, when can Y be partitioned into a set B (analogous to the pseudo-boundary of the Hilbert cube 7") and a set P (analogous to the pseudo-interior of 7") so that "tame" subsets of B or 7* are negligible? And what constitutes a family of "tame" sets? We begin with a short history, no knowledge of which is needed in order to understand the section.
The first attempts to axiomatize such ideas occurred simultaneously in R.D. Anderson were applied by Henderson-West in [18] ) and by Chapman [12] , [13] , [14] .
That an arbitrary complete metric space (rather than an infinite-dimensional manifold) is the correct setting, was recognized simultaneously in the paper of West [32] mentioned above, and in Toruñczyk's paper [31] . In fact, we must acknowledge that many of the theorems in this section are implicitly present in those papers. Nevertheless, we have felt it necessary to include the section for a number of reasons. Our definition of pseudo-boundary corresponds to West's and is different from Toruñczyk's: the difference is unimportant in the usual infinite-dimensional applications but is critical in E". Yet we cannot simply quote West because he only proves the basic uniqueness theorem (2.5 in this paper), while we want the negligibility theorems. Again, even allowing for the different definitions, Toruñczyk uses more axioms than are necessary in proving his negligibility theorems.
The ideas in this chapter are quite elementary. The main theorems are 2.5, 2.8, 2.13, and 2.16. Lemma 2.21 will also be useful in the subsequent sections. Then f = lim,-.,«,/ exists and lies in V^fi, e).
Proof. {/} and {/"'} are uniformly cauchy. A subset A" of y is said to be thin in Y if for each open subset U of Y containing X, and each map e: U -» R+, there exists h E Vi¡(l, e) such that h(X) n X = 0. faow let S be some collection of subsets of Y. Let §+ [resp. §++] be the collection of all finite [resp. countable] unions of closed subsets of elements of §.
A subset B of Y is called a pseudo-boundary for § in Y if B E S++ and the following absorption property holds: (*) for each S G S, each open set U in Y, and each map e: U -* R+, there exists h E Vv(\,t) such that h(S n U) C B.
If B is a pseudo-boundary for S in Y, then P = Y -B is called a pseudointerior for § in Y.
At various times we will assume that S satisfies one or more of three axioms which we now state:
Axiom 1 (closed). Each element of § is closed in Y.
Axiom 2 (invariant). If S E S and h E 77(7), then h(S) £ S. Axiom 3 (thin). Each element of S+ is thin in Y.
Lemma 2.2. Let U be an open subset of Y, let e: U -» R+ be a map, and let g £ 77(y). Then there exists a map 8: g(U) -» R+ such that fg £ Vv(g,e) and g~lfg E Vu(i,e) whenever f E Vg{u)(l,Ô). there exists f E Vv(g,e) such that f(B n t/) = B' n g(U).
C. Negligibility from the pseudo-interior. Whenever B is a pseudo-boundary for S in T and T E §++, then B U T is also a pseudo-boundary for S in Y. This and Theorem 2.5 imply Corollary 2.7. Let S satisfy Axioms 1 arca* 2 ana" fe/ P be a pseudo-interior for S /n Y.IfTE S++, (7 /s aw ope« subset of Y, and e: U -» R+ is a map, then there exists a homeomorphism f G 1^,(1,e) such that f(P n U) = (P -T) n £/.
In our next corollary, we use the fact that for any subset A of a metric space B, and for any map t: A-* R+, there exists a map 5: B -» [0, oo) such that 0 < 5(x) < e(x) for each * G A. We leave the proof of this elementary fact to the reader.
Corollary 2.8. Let S satisfy Axioms 1 and 2 and let P be a pseudo-interior for § in Y.IfTE S++, then P C\ T is strongly negligible in P. Therefore there exists « G ^,(1,y) such that «(Z?) n R = 0. Then A G ^,(l,e) and h(S) n T = 0. A useful fact to recall here is that cZ(x,A(x)) < 5(x) and </(*-'(*(*)),*(*)) = </(*,ä(jc)) < S(h(x)) for all x in U. Proof. The proof is similar to that of 2.8.
E. The maximal family generated by §. Suppose we start with an arbitrary subset 77 of y. Is 77 a pseudo-boundary for some family § ? The answer is, of course, yes. One need only use the absorption property (*) to define the family §. However, the pseudo-boundary 77 might not be very interesting since § may not satisfy the axioms. We now consider what conditions on 77 yield a family S satisfying the axioms. Using 2.2, the reader can easily prove Now let S be a family of closed subsets of Y and suppose we know that there exists a pseudo-boundary B for S in Y. We want to enlarge S in order that the negligibility theorems can be applied to as large a family of sets as possible. Accordingly, let § denote the collection of all closed subsets S of y such that for each open set U in Y and each map e: U -* R+, there exists A G Vu(\,e) such that h(S n U) C B. We call § the maximal family generated by §, because when S satisfies Axioms 1 and 2, S does not depend on the particular pseudo-boundary B (by 2.5).
Theorem 2.15. Let B be a pseudo-boundary for S in Y.IfS satisfies Axioms 1 and 2, then so does S ; and if § also satisfies Axiom 3, then so does S. Moreover, B is a pseudo-boundary for § in Y.
Proof. § satisfies Axiom 1 by definition. If S satisfies Axioms 1 and 2, then 2.4 and 2.5 together imply that condition (1) of Lemma 2.14 holds. Hence S satisfies Axiom 2. If § satisfies Axioms 1, 2, and 3, then 2.11 implies that condition (2) of Lemma 2.14 holds and hence that S satisfies Axiom 3.
Since B is a pseudo-boundary for S in Y, the negligibility results 2.8 and 2.13 are true for the family S. In particular, we have Corollary 2.16. Let § satisfy Axioms 1, 2, and 3 and let B be a pseudo-boundary for S in Y. If T is a closed subset of Y which is contained in B, then T is strongly negligible in B. Thus any compact subset of B is strongly negligible in B.
Proof. T E §.
F. Additional limitations on Y. We examine here the pseudo-boundary structures when y satisfies additional topological properties, e.g., a-compact or separable. This will greatly simplify our application of these results to euclidean spaces.
For a family S of subsets of Y, let §c denote those elements of S which are compact. 3. The universal pseudo-boundaries in E". For each integer k, -1 < k < n, we will define the universal fc-dimensional pseudo-boundary of E". The appropriate family of sets, denoted abstractly by § in §2, will be the family <D1t* of strong Zn_fc_2-sets: they are defined and discussed in part A. Strong Z"_A_2-sets are the "tame" sets of dimension < k in E": every /¿-dimensional subpolyhedron of E" is a strong Z"_k_2-set, and, if k < n -3 and n ¥= 4, every /¿-dimensional compactum in E" whose complement is 1-ULC is a strong Z"_A_2-set. In part A we show that 91tJ satisfies Axioms 1 and 2 of §2, and also Axiom 3 if n > 2k + 1. The verification of Axiom 2 depends primarily on engulfing theorems of Bryant [9] and [10], or alternatively of Stan'ko [29] . For certain values of n and k (usually low) we use Bing-Kister [6] , McMillan [24] , Gluck [17] , and Bing [5] .
In part B we define and establish the pseudo-boundaries. These are built out of universal /¿-dimensional compacta in E" ( [26] , [30] ). This motivates the name although we never use the fact, established only recently by Stan'ko [30] , that they are universal. Our main source in part B is Bothe's paper [7] . For technical reasons we must develop his method from scratch, so the reader need not be familiar with [7] .
In part C we apply §2 to obtain many negligibility theorems. The section ends with formal proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
A. Strong Z"_t_2 -sets. A closed subset X of a topological space y is a Zm-set (m an integer > 0) if for every nonempty m-connected open set U in Y, U -X is nonempty and nt-connected (compare with the definition of Z-set [1]). If Y is a metric space and e > 0, we denote the set of points whose distance from X is less than e by N(X, e). An e-push h of the pair (Y, X) is a homeomorphism A of y for which an e-isotopy H of Y exists satisfying: H0 = 1, Hx = h, and ZZ, | y -N(X,e) = 1 for each / G [0,1]. A closed subset X of E" is a strong Zm -set (m an integer, -1 < m < n) if for each compact subpolyhedron P of E" having dimension < m + 1, and each e > 0, there exists an e-push A of (E",X DP) such that h(X) n? = 0.
Throughout §3, k and n will be integers, n > 0, -1 < k < n, and "311* will be the family of all strong Z"_k_2-sets in E". We will build a pseudo-boundary for 9H* in En. The family 911* satisfies Axiom 1 of §2 ("closed") by definition. Our first task (3.5) is to show that Axiom 2 of §2 ("invariant") is also satisfied. We first discussed the property strong Zm in our paper [15] . There we used a slightly different definition: specifically, A was an e-push of (E",X) rather than of (E",X n P). With this alteration we will call X a strong Z* -set. In fact, the two definitions are equivalent (see 3.4), but the new one is more convenient to work with. Proposition 3.1. Let X be a closed subset of E".
(1) If X is a strong Z"_k_2 -set, then dim X < k; (2) if k = n -1 and dim X < k, then X is a strong Zn_k_2 -set; (3) // k -n -2, n ¥= 3, and dim X < k, then X is a strong Z"_k_2 -set; (4) if k < n -3, n ¥= 4, dim X < k, and X is a Zx-set, then X is a strong Zn_Ar_2 set;
(5) // (n,k) ¥= (3,1), (4,0) or (4,1), and X is a Zn_k_2 -set, then X is a strong Z"_k_2 -set.
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The proof is by means of three lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. If in Proposition 3.1, the term "strong Zn_^_2 -set" is everywhere replaced by "strong Z*_k_2-set", then a true proposition results.
Proof. If k = -1, then X = 0 and the lemma is trivial. Assume k > 0. For (1), take arbitrarily small polyhedral neighborhoods of X, push X off the dual (n -k -l)-skeleton and then towards the /c-skeleton: this implies dim X < k.
(2) is obvious. (3) is an easy application of the Bing-Kister homeomorphism extension theorem for (1-dimensional) polyhedra in the trivial range [6] when n > 4; (3) follows from the classical Schoenflies theorem when n = 2. (4) follows from theorems of Bryant [9] , [10], Stan'ko [29] , and McMillan [24] : precisely how it follows is set out in the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [15] . In connection with (4), note that when X is compact and dim X < n, then X is a Zrset if and only if E" -X is uniformly locally simply connected (1-ULC). (5) Lemma 33. If X is a strong Z*_k_2 -set and h is a homeomorphism of E", then h(X) is also a strong Z*_t_2 -set.
Proof. This follows from 3.2 except for three special cases: if (n, k) = (4,0) or (4, 1), it follows from Theorem 1.1 of [17] ; if (n,k) = (3,1), it follows immediately from the three-dimensional "hauptvermutung", see for example Theorem 2 of [5] . Lemma 3.4 . Let X be a subset of E". Then X is a strong Zn_k_2 -set if and only if it is a strong Z*_A_2 -set.
Proof. On pp. 251-252 of [29] , Stan'ko gives a simple geometrical proof which depends only on Lemma 3.3 above. When X is compact, Stan'ko's terminology is related to ours as follows: X is a strong Z"_k_2-set if and only if Dem X < k; X is a strong Z*_^_2-set if and only if dem X < k.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Combine 3.2 and 3.4.
Note. Proof. Combine 3.3 and 3.4.
Our next goal is to show that ^S\ik satisfies Axiom 3 whenever n > 2k + 1 (Lemma 3.8).
Lemma 3.6. The finite union of strong Zn_k_2 -sets in E" is a strong Z"_k_2 -set.
Proof. We need only consider the union of two strong Z"_A_2-sets. Let X and y be strong Z"_¿_2-sets in E", let U be an open subset of E" containing (IU y) n P, where 7* is a compact subpolyhedron of E" having dimension < « -k -1, and let e > 0. Let G, be an e/2-isotopy of E", fixed outside U, such that G0 = 1 and GX(X) n P = 0. Let 0 < 5 < min{e/2,d(G,(X),P)}. By 3.5, G,(y) is a strong Z"_t_2-set in E" and GX(Y) Ct P C U. Hence there is a 5-isotopy Ft of E", fixed outside t7, such that F0 = 1 and FX(GX (Y) C\P)= 0. Set Ht = F,G, and note that ZZ,(A U Y) D P = 0. Lemma 3.7 . A closed subset of a strong Z"_t_2 -set in E" is a strong Z"_k_2 -set.
Proof. Let X be a closed subset of a strong Z"_k_2-set X and let P be a compact subpolyhedron of E" having dimension < n -k -1. If U is an open subset of ¿s" containing P n A-', there is a compact subpolyhedron F of P such that P n I' C P' C Í/. Then an isotopy which pushes X off P while fixing E" -U and moving points a small distance will push P off A" in the desired fashion.
Lemma 3.8. If n > 2k + 1, then 911* satisfies Axiom 3.
Proof. If k = -1, then 9lt* = {0} and the lemma is trivial. Assume k > 0. By 3.6 and 3.7, we need only prove that a strong Zn_fc_2-set X is thin in E". Moreover, by 2.18, we may assume that X is compact. Let U be open in E" containing X and let e > 0. We may assume that e/4 < d(X, E" -U). Let N be a compact polyhedral neighborhood of X contained in U and let T be a triangulation of N such that mesh T < e/4. Let Tk denote the /¿-skeleton of T and T"~k~x the dual (n -k -l)-skeleton. Since |7**| and \Tn-*-'| are nonempty and disjoint, there exist disjoint open sets Kand Wcontaining 17**1 and I?"-*-1!, respectively. Let y < min{e/4, d(X,E" -Int N)}. Since A is a strong Zn_k_2-set in£",thereisay-pushA,of(ZiB,A' D If"-*"1!) such that A, (A) n |í"-*-'| = 0.
But |r*| and If"1-*-1! are complementary skeleta and hence there is an e/4-push A2 of (E",hx(X)) such that A2A,(A") C V. Similarly, since k < n -k -I, there is a Y-push A3 of (E",X f~l |T*|) such that A3(A) n |7**| = 0 and an e/4-push A4 of (En,h3(X)) such that A4A3(A-) C W. Then A4A3(A) n A2A,(A) = 0 and hence A = A3"1A4"1A2A1 is a homeomorphism of E" fixing E" -U such that A(A") n X = 0 and a"(jc, A(x)) < e for each x E £/. By Lemma 2.19, X is thin in £". Lemma 3.9. If X is a closed subset of E" which is the countable union of strong Zn-k-2 sets, then X is a strong Zn_k_2 -set in E".
Proof. Write X = U" XX¡ where each X¡ is a strong Zn_(t_2-set and let P be a compact (n -k -l)-dimensional subpolyhedron of E". Push A| off P, then (using 3.5) push A2 off P keeping A¡ away from P, and so on. If the pushes are chosen small enough, their limit will be a homeomorphism as required. The details are similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.11.
Our next lemma will be needed in part B. Let N"~k~x be the set of all points (xx,..., xn) in E" for which at least k + 1 of the coordinates xr are rational. Then jyn-*-i ¡s tne countable union of (n -k -l)-dimensional planes in E". Lemma 3.10. Let X be a strong Z"_k_2 -set in E", let U be an open subset of E", License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and let e > 0. Then there is a homeomorphism h of E" fixing E" -U such that h(X)n Un TV"-*-1 = 0 and d(x,h(x)) < efor each x E X, Proof. Write TV"-*-1 n U as the countable union of compact (n -k -1)-dimensional subpolyhedra P¡ of E" and push X off each successive P¡. Again, the details are similar to those in the proof of 2.11.
B. Construction of the pseudo-boundary. It will be convenient in part B to use a cell complex structure on euclidean space, instead of the usual PL triangulations. We will fix this structure throughout part B and define all homeomorphisms in terms of the cells. For any integer / > 1, let J¡ denote the (infinite) cell complex in E" whose «-cells have the form
where /,,...,/" are integers, and whose faces are described in the obvious fashion. By a complex K in J¡ we mean a collection of cells of / such that if a E K and t is a face of o, then r E K. A subcomplex Loi a complex K in / is a subset of K which is a complex in J¡. If L is a subcomplex of K in J¡, we let %(L, K) be the collection of all oEK such that there exist r £ K and y EL with o and y faces of r, i.e., %(L, K) consist of all cells in K which meet L, together with their faces. \K\ denotes the union of all cells in K.
If K is a complex in J¡, let sd K denote the collection of all cells in Ji+X which lie in a cell of K. Clearly sd K is a complex in Ji+X and |sd K\ = \K\.
Lemma 3.11. IfKis a complex inJ¡, then |9l(sd K,Ji+x)\ is a regular neighborhood of\K\ in the usual PL sense and hence is an n-manifold with boundary in E".
Proof. Note that the cells of Ji+X are obtained from those of / by dividing all edges into thirds. The lemma can therefore be proved by combining three results from [20] , namely 1.4, 2.6 and 2.11(1).
If A' is a cell complex in /, let Kk denote the A>skeleton of K, i.e., the collection of all cells having dimension < k.
For each integer j> 1, let K}, = <X(sd Jf ,JJ+X) and then set 77,(911*) = r\jL¡\Kj\ for each integer / > 1. Since 77,(911*) = \K¡\ n 77,+1(91L*), we have 77,(911*) C J7,+1(9H*). We call 77(911*) = U/" j77,(911*) the universal k-dimensional pseudo-boundary in E". Theorem 3.12. 77(9H*.) is a pseudo-boundary for 91L* in E".
The proof of this theorem will take up the remainder of part B. Since each | K¡ \ is a regular neighborhood of a ^-dimensional polyhedron, a simple general position argument implies that 77,(9H*) is a strong Z"_t_2-set in E". So it remains to show that 77(911*) has the absorption property. Lemmas 2.17 and 2.21 reduce the problem to the following: Theorem 3.12'. Let X be a compact strong Z"_k_2 -set in E", let U be an open [L /, + n 13,-l> 3,-1 I subset of E" with compact closure, and let e > 0. Then there is a homeomorphism h: E" -» E" fixing E" -Usuch that h(X n U) C BCdlk) and d(x,h(x)) < efor each x E U.
We have already mentioned that the space Bx (9ltJ) was first defined by Menger in [26] . He asserted, and Lefschetz subsequently proved in [23] , that when n = 2k + 1, any compactum of dimension < k can be embedded in Bxi^Lk). In [7] , Bothe improved this greatly. Letting N"~k~x be as in our Lemma 3.10, and simply assuming k < n, Bothe proved that if A" is a compact subset of E" -TV"-*-1, then there is a homeomorphism A of E" such that h(X) C Bx (91L*).
Together with Lemma 3.10, this implies that compact strong Zn_,t_2-sets in E" can be moved into BxC$ÏLk) by ambient homeomorphisms. The relevance of this to Theorem 3.12' is obvious. The basic idea of using the homeomorphism cpj (defined below) on each real factor of E" is of course Bothe's. Our aim in what follows is to set up enough of his apparatus to prove Theorem 3.12'.
We remark in passing that Stan'ko in [30] has proved that if A" is a compact subset of E" and dim X < n -3, then there is another copy A" of X in E" such that E" -X' is 1-ULC. This fact, together with Proposition 3.1 and the above remarks, implies that every /¿-dimensional compact subset of E" can be embedded in Z?,(9tt*). This in brief is Stan'ko's solution to a famous problem posed by Menger (see [21, Remark, p. 65 
]).
Let E" carry the "maximum metric" d(x,y) = max{|¿c,--.y,||l < / < n). Let A*"-*-1 = {x E E" | at least k + 1 of the coordinates xr of x are rational}. Let jjt-k-x = [x E E" \ at least k + 1 of the coordinates xr have the form (lr + \)/3J~x for some integer lr).
Then Lf *"' C N"-k~x for each./ > 1. Note that |^*| = {x E E" | at least n -k of the coordinates xr have the form lr/V~x for some integer lr).
We now state and prove several technical lemmas which will be useful later. Proof. Routine. See p. 212 of [7] . Thus Lemma 3.13 implies that $j(C) C \Kj\. Proof of Theorem 3.12'. By Lemma 3.10 we may assume X n N"~k~l n Í7
= 0. Using Lemma 3.11, there is an increasing sequence of positive integers ii, i2, ... and a sequence of complexes Mir in Jir such that
(1) mesh /,, = 1/3''-' < e/6, (2) each \Mir\ is a compact «-manifold with boundary in E", (3) \Mir\ C Int \M¡J for each r > 1, and (4)U= UT-AkC Let Xif = X n \Mir\ and let ht = 1. Xi{ is compact and misses Z,," fc ', so there is a rational number eQ^E'O, 1/6] such that d(Xi}, L"~k~x) > e(i,)/3'i-1. Then a),-,0'1* is a homeomorphism of E" and *f<'i> (JT,,) C \Ktl\ by Lemma 3.16. Since e(ix) is rational «ï-f^1^ (TV"-*-1) = A*"-*-1, and hence there is a rational number e(i, + 1) such that a*($/,(/l) (A'f^.Z,,"^"1) > e(/, + l)/3''. Lemma 3.16 and the fact that Kt{ is a complex in Ji¡+X imply $.+1*i+i)$^'i)(a;.) c \Kh\ n |ZçTii+I|. By induction choose rationals e(/,), e(/", + 1), ..., e(/2 -1) such that •4_l<*-0 • ■ • QfrKX,) C n^'l^l-All these homeomorphisms leave | Jty, | invariant. Define a homeomorphism A2 of E" which agrees with í>¡2_,e('2_1) •••$^'i) on \Mii\, is the identity on E" -Int |AÍ¡-2|, and satisfies d(x,h2(x)) < e/2 for each x E E"; this can be done because A2|Bd|A/;i | is ambient isotopic to \M\M.\ and a small compact boundary collar outside \M¡\ can be used to achieve the desired extension. By 3.5, A2(A) is a strong Zn_t_2-set in E". By applying 3.10 to the open set Int \M¡2\ -\M¡\, we may assume that A2(A) n A""-*-1 n U = 0. Now we continue this procedure using A2(A¡2) = A2(A") n | AfJ |. Let e(i2) G (0,1/6] be a rational number such that d(h2(X¡2),L^k~x) > e(/2). Then *,f2)("2(^/2)) C \Ki2\anà^(h2 (Xh)) C Dji,-, \Kj\. By induction choose rationals e(/2), ..., e(/3 -1) in (0, 1/6] and a homeomorphism A3 of E" which agrees with <I>,3_I*3-n • • • <S>^h2 on |A/J2|, is the identity on E" -Int |Af<3|, and satisfies d(x,h3(x)) < e/2 for each x G E". Again assume A3(A") D N**"1 C\ U = 0.
We have A3(A;2) C (lfc*\Kj\ and h3(Xh) C rjtjl^l- Ao/e. Lemma 3.9 implies that the maximal family 911*, generated by 9!t* is simply 911*,.
C. Negligibility results. Now we apply §2 to the present situation.
Let Z>(911*) -E" -£(9R*). 2.8, 3.5 and 3.12 yield Theorem 3.17. Let X be the countable union of strong Z"_k_2 -sets in E". Then Z>(9It*) n X is strongly negligible in P(91L*).
Theorem 3.18. Let X be a subset of P(9llJ) and suppose that either (1) n < 2/c + 1, or (2)k>2 and dim X < k.
If X is an F" in £"*, then X is strongly negligible in Z>(9ît*). In particular, if X is a o-compact subset of P (9H*,), then X is strongly negligible in P(9ltJ).
Proof. Suppose X is a closed subset of E" lying in P(9IL*). If n < 2k + 1, then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use any compact subpolyhedron of E" having dimension < « -k -1 < k can be absorbed into 77(911*.) and hence can be pushed off X'. \ik>2 and dim X' < k, then Proposition 3.1 can be used (absorb a singular 2-disk into 77(911*) in the case k < n -3) to show that A" is a strong Zn_t_2-set. In either case, X' E 91L* and the theorem follows from 3.17.
A simple special argument also gives Theorem 3.18 for the case n = 2, k = 0. Proof. If U is (« -k -2)-connected and 3y is a singular (n -k-2)-sphere in U n P(^yiik), let 3y bound a singular (n -k-l)-ball y in U. By Lemma 4.2 of [20] , we may assume that y -9y is "polyhedral" and hence may write y -3y as the countable union of compact (n -k -l)-dimensional subpolyhedra of E". But 77(911*;) is the countable union of strong Z"_t_2-sets in E" and therefore y can be pushed off 77(9H*) fixing 3y and E" -U (see the proofs of 2.11, 3.9, and 3.10).
This proves that U fl 7>(91t*) is (n -k -2)-connected.
If U n P(91L*) is (n -k -2)-connected and 3y is a PL singular (n-k-2)-sphere in U, then 3y can be pushed off77(9H*) into U n P(9H*). In U n P(91t*), 3y bounds a singular (« -k -l)-ball. Theorem 3.18 gives conditions under which a-compact subsets of 7^(911*) are negligible: since this statement is independent of E", we might call it an intrinsic negligibility theorem for P(91t*). We now state our best intrinsic negligibility theorem for P(9H*) (compare Theorems 0 and I of [1]). (2) A subset of P(9\lk) is strongly negligible in 7J(91L*) // and only if it is the countable union of Zn_k_2 -sets in 7>(9H*).
Proof. We prove (2); the proof of (1) is similar. Let X be strongly negligible in P(^lk). Then, since P(91L*) -X is topologically complete (a Gs in P(9H*)), X is an TJ-subset. Let X = U" XX¡ where each X¡ is closed in P(9H*.). We will show that each X¡ is a Z"_t_2-set in 7>(91LÍ). Let U be a nonempty open (n-k-1)-connected subset of P(91L*). Clearly U -X¡ is nonempty. Let y be a singular ball in U of dimension < n -k -I such that 3y n X¡\ -0. Let V be open in P(9i*) such that 3y n V = 0 and y C\ X¡ C V. Since X is strongly negligible, there is a homeomorphism « of P(91L*) fixing P(9L*) -V such that h(V) = V -X C V -X¡. Then «(y) is a singular ball in U -X bounded by 3y and hence U -X¡ is (« -k -2)-connected.
Conversely, let X = U",X¡ where each X¡ is a Z"_t_2-set in P(9i*). Let X', be the closure of X¡ in E". By 3.1(5) and 3.17, it is enough to show that each X\ is a Z"_t_2-set in E". Let U be open in E". If U is nonempty and (« -A: -2)-connected, then U D P(9IL*) is nonempty and (n -k-2)-connected by 3.19. But then (U n P(91L*)) -X¡ = (U -X'¡) n P(91t*) is nonempty and (n-k -2)-connected and hence so is U -X¡, again by 3.19.
We now turn to the pseudo-boundary. 2.13, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.12 yield < k, we may assume that y is a strong Z"_t_2-set in E" (use Lemma 4.2 of [20] to make y -3y "polyhedral" and then use 3.9 and general position). But now y can be absorbed into U n 77(9H*) keeping 3y fixed and hence U n 77(9H*)
Suppose now that U fl 77(911*) is (« -k -2)-connected and let 3y be a PL singular (« -k -2)-sphere in U. Then 3y is a strong Z"_¿_2-set and hence can be absorbed into U n 77(911*). But then 3y bounds a singular (n -k-l)-ball y in U n 77(9H*) and hence in U.
Again, we would like an intrinsic negligibility theorem for 77(9H*). We only know how to characterize the strongly negligible closed sets in 77(91L2t+1), k ¥= 1. Then (i/ n 73(91^+,)) -X -(U -X') f"l 77(911**+!) is nonempty and (k -1)-connected, and hence so is U -X', again by 3.23.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set Bk = 77(9t*) and P"'*"1 = P(91t*).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We need only show that any A:-dimensional compactum X can be embedded in P(9H*t+1). To prove this, embed X into E2k+l as a strong Z*_,-set (see 3.6 of [15] ) and then, using 2.11 and 3.8, push X off 77(911**+,). 4 . The polyhedral pseudo-boundaries in E", n ^ 4. There is a ^-dimensional polyhedral pseudo-boundary in E", n ¥= 4, for each integer k,-\ < k < «. It is easier to define and easier to picture than the universal pseudo-boundary, but in order to establish its properties we must appeal to one deep theorem: the "hauptvermutung" for £"*, now known for all n ^ 4 ( [27] , [5] , [22] ).
In part A we define the family ?Pn* of tame polyhedra and verify the axioms. In part B we set up the pseudo-boundary. In part C we apply §2 to obtain negligibility theorems. The section ends with formal proofs of Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5: the last two seem to require a codimension 3 taming theorem.
There is a provocative relationship with the infinite-dimensional case. The usual pseudo-boundary of the Hubert cube Ia is itself the countable union of copies of Ia; in other words, it is the countable union of universal compacta in I". Compare with the /¿-dimensional pseudo-boundary Z?(91t*) defined in §3 which is the countable union of universal /¿-dimensional compacta in E". There is also a smaller pseudo-boundary in I", defined by Anderson in [2] . This one is the countable union of finite-dimensional cubes. Compare with the polyhedral kdimensional pseudo-boundary B(%k) to be defined in this section. So far a good analogy.
But more is known about the infinite-dimensional case. While the two pseudoboundaries in Z" are not equivalent (in one case take § to be the family of all Zsets and in the other, take S to be the family of all tame polyhedra or the family of all finite-dimensional Z-sets) the corresponding pseudo-interiors are both homeomorphic to Hubert space l2 (see [2] ). Does the analogy with the finite-dimensional case extend this far? Letting Z>(9H*) = E" -£(91t*) and P(%k) = E" -B(%k) we propose Conjecture. If n < 2k + 1, then P(9It*) and P(^k) are homeomorphic^. A. Tame polyhedra. Once again we let k and n be integers, n > 0 and -1 < k < n. A (closed) subset X of E" is a tame polyhedron if there is a homeomorphism A of E" such that A(A) is a subpolyhedron of E". Let %k denote the family of all tame /¿-dimensional polyhedra in E".
Lemma 4.1. The family 9k satisfies Axioms 1 and 2. If n > 2k + 1, then 9"k also satisfies Axiom 3.
Proof. Axioms 1 and 2 are clearly satisfied. Moreover, Proposition 3.1 implies, except possibly when (n,k) = (3,1), (4,0), or (4,1), that tame /¿-dimensional polyhedra are strong Z"_¿_2-sets. If (n,k) = (4,0) or (4,1), then Theorem 1.1 of [17] implies that a tame /¿-dimensional polyhedron is a strong Z"_t_2-set. The remaining case, (n,k) = (3,1), is taken care of by [5] . The lemma now follows by applying 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.
There is an easily described subset B(%k) of E" which is a pseudo-boundary for 9k(n # 4). In the spirit of part E of §2, we will then be able to define a maximal family <3>"* containing %k, for which B(^k) is a pseudo-boundary. The negligibility results then follow for this family 9k.
B. The polyhedral pseudo-boundary. Throughout this section let J0 be a rectilin- ( 2) The conjecture is easily proved when k = 0 and n = 1. The restriction n < 2k + 1 seems reasonable: the statement is false if k = 0 and n > 2. We thank R.D. Anderson for this observation. ear PL triangulation of E" such that all the «-simplexes of J0 have the same diameter. For each integer i > 1, let / be the ith barycentric subdivision of J0 and let /,* be the ¿-skeleton of /,. Let B¡(%k) = \J,k\ and B(%k) = U°íiB¡(%k).
We call 77(<éP,*) the polyhedral k-dimensional pseudo-boundary in E" and our task is to prove Theorem 4.2. 7/« # 4, B(9k) is a pseudo-boundary for the family 9k in E".
Since each B0k) is a tame ¿-dimensional polyhedron in E", we need only show that absorption holds. The case « = 4 is excluded because we need to know that any homeomorphism of E" can be approximated by a PL homeomorphism: this is obvious for n = 1, is due to Rado [27] for n = 2, is due to Moise for « = 3 (see also Bing's corollary to Theorem 5 in [5] ), is unknown for « = 4, and is due to Kirby-Siebenmann for « > 5 (see pp. 1-2 of [22] ). For reference we state exactly what we need:
Proposition 43. Let M and M be PL manifolds homeomorphic to E", « ^ 4, let h: M -* M be a homeomorphism, let d be a metric on Ñ, and let e: M -* R+ be a map. Then there is a PL homeomorphism «': M -* M such that d(h(x),h'(x)) < e(x) for each x E M.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is contained in the following three lemmas. Lemma 4.4. Let P be a compact k-dimensional subpolyhedron of E", let W be an open set in E" containing P, and let e be a positive real number. For any integer /' > 1, there exists an integer j > i and a homeomorphism h of E" fixing E" -W such that h(P U 73,(<éP"*)) C Bj(%k) and d(x,h(x)) < efor each x E W.
Proof. Let A" be a subcomplex of E" such that \K\ -P. Let m be an integer, m > i, such that mesh Jm < min{e,d(\K\,En -W)}. By Lemma 1.5 of [20] , there is an integer r > 0 and an rth derived subdivision Jjfi of Jm which subdivides \K\: in fact, the proof of that lemma implies that the derived subdivision J^ may be taken to agree with the barycentric subdivision Jm+r outside W since mesh^, < d(\K\,E" -W). Let <p be the obvious simplicial isomorphism from J¿p onto Jm+r and let « = |<p|. Since mesh Jm < e, d(x,h(x)) < e for each x E E"; h(\K\ U \Jk\) C |/m*+r| and h fixes E" -W. Hence the required integer/ is m + r and the required homeomorphism is «.
For any open subset U of E" we shall assume that U is endowed with the natural polyhedral structure from E" and that a subpolyhedron of U, defined with respect to this natural structure, is closed in U.
Lemma 4.5. Let U be an open subset of E", let P be a k-dimensional subpolyhedron of U, and let e be a positive real number. Then there exists a homeomorphism h of E" such that h(P) C B(%k), « | E" -U = 1, and d(x,h(x)) < e for each x E U.
Proof. Let WX,W2, ... be a star-finite open cover of U and Px, P2, ... a collection of compact /¿-dimensional subpolyhedra of E" such that P = U?LxPj, P¡ C W¡, and Wx = 0. By Lemma 2.20, we may assume that there is a sequence {n(/)} of positive integers such that the conclusions of Lemma 2.20 hold. By induction, we shall choose a sequence of integers {/•} and a sequence of homeomorphisms {A,} of E" such that
(1) hi\E"-Wi= 1, (2) h,(P, U BMJ%k)) C Bj,W), and Lemma 4.6. Let X be a compact k-dimensional tame polyhedron in E",n ¥^ 4, let W be an open subset of E" which is homeomorphic to E", and let ebe a positive real number. Then there exists a homeomorphism h of E" such that h(X n W) is a subpolyhedron of W, h \ E" -W = 1, and d(x,h(x)) < efor each x E W.
Proof. Let / be a homeomorphism of E" such that f(X) is a subpolyhedron of E". Then /(A n W) is a subpolyhedron of j\W) where fiW) inherits its PL structure as an open subset of E". But f(W) has another PL structure imposed on it by/: namely, the image under/of the PL structure which W inherits from E".
Let (f(W))~ hef(W) with the latter PL structure.
Let 80 > 0 be such that d(f~x(x),f~x(y)) < e whenever x,y G/(A) and d(x,y) < 80, and let 8: f(W) -» R+ be defined by 8(x) = min{d(f-x(x),En -W),80) for each x E f(W). Now apply Proposition 4.3 to the identity map l'/(W) ~* ifiW))~ to obtain a PL homeomorphism h such that d(h(x),x) < 8(x) for each x G /(Pf7). The required A should agree with /"'A/ on W and should fix E" -W.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By 2.22 we need only prove that, given a tame kdimensional polyhedron X in E", an open subset U in E", and e > 0, there exists a homeomorphism A: £" -» £"■ such that A(A* n ¿7) C B(%k), h\E" -U = 1, and a*(^,A(j¿)) < e for each x E U. Using the fact that U is a PL manifold, we can choose a countable star-finite open cover % of Í7 each element of which is homeomorphic to E" and contained in U. Apply Lemma 2.20 to % to obtain an ordering WX,W2,... of <¥ and a sequence of integers {n(/)} satisfying,the conclusions of Lemma 2.20. By combining Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, there is a sequence {A,} of homeomorphisms of E" such that
(1) d(x,h-(x)) < e/max{n(l),... ,n(i)} for each x E W¡, (2) hi\En-W¡= 1, and (3)A,.+1(A,.(A-)n Wi+x)CB(%k) for each / > 1. Then the homeomorphism h guaranteed by Lemma 2.21 has the desired properties. C. Negligibility results. As with the universal pseudo-boundary, we merely collect the negligibility results of §2 and apply them to the polyhedral pseudoboundary. We note here that the maximal family 9k in this case is not the same as ?Pn*. The Artin-Fox arc (see p. 177 of [19] ), which is wild in £3, can be absorbed into B(9j) and the Alexander horned sphere (see p. 176 of [19] ), also wild in TJ3, can be absorbed into 77(<éP32). Let P(%k) = E" -B(%k). 2.8, 2.13, 2.15, 4.1 and 4.2 yield the following two theorems: Theorem 4.7. Let X be the countable union of closed subsets of elements of <$k, « ¥= 4. Then X n P(%k) is strongly negligible in P(%k). Proof. Use 2.20 and 4.3. The proof is not quite the same as that of 5.2 since we do not claim a lemma analogous to 5.1.
Again the uniqueness and negligibility theorems follow.
